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Wednesday, 08/02/2017 at Kiyumba, Walungu, South Kivu Province, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 4 elements of the armed group loyal to Raiya Mutomboki MUNYALOLO NDALUMANGA were carried away in the forest, two families with 5 PAA and released all alive.

These uncivil Raiya Mutomboki sought bloods AAP male and make sexuality with AAP who has never known a man.

Thursday 03/08/2017 the victim released one of PAA was punctured by syringe to draw blood and the victim covered by sexuality Wabiwa Mbilinga, minor 14 years victim of early pregnancy was released without being sexually violated by her pregnancy.

According to these Mutomboki the AAP called Mundele in Lingala, Swahili Kassa are victims of murderers, sexually for sorcéleriques reasons, making magic sorcéleriques powers for the military, opportunities pros traders and artisanal miners mining materials of o, cassiterite, coltas ... operated here at home.

Saturday 05/08/2017 to back AAP life the two families is its moved in different directions:

1. Family KASUKU MESSE Comprising AAP Male moved to Bukavu Chief city of the province of South Kivu,
2. Family KIZIBISHA Mbilinga Consisting of 4 AAP. 1. From Male and Female Gender 3 Sexual whose rape survivor and members are traveling in Mwenga which we succeeded in our office.

10/11/2015 The Kamituga KITEMBA, Mwenga path toward the water wells a lifeless body of an AAP Male, from 7 to 9 years old was found. The victim was killed by unknown but by rope phenomenon called Kabanga.
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